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Abstract

Herein, the various polymer properties and the underlying mechanism for the 
functionalization and surface modification of polymer nanoparticles have been 
discussed. There are numerous polymer particles designed and developed for vari-
ous applications. The synthesis and characterization of different types of polymers 
followed by the engineering of nanoparticles and capsules depend on various fac-
tors. There are too many polymerization methods approached for the development 
of nanoparticles with desired surface properties. The ring-opening polymerization 
(ROP), emulsion polymerization (EP), atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), 
and free radical micro initiation are the significant approaches for the polymeriza-
tion reactions. The polymer nanoparticle functionalization and modification of 
their surfaces based on requirements is an essential task. The solvent concentration, 
pH, temperature, and sonication have played a vital role to tune the morphology of 
polymer nanoparticles and capsules. Different characterizations such as FTIR, NMR 
(1H and 13C), HRMS, and MALDI-TOF are used for preliminary structural and confir-
mations. Further, SEM, FE-SEM, TEM, AFM, BET, XRD, Raman, EDAX, TGA-DSC, 
DLS, and zeta potential were used for morphological and thermal properties.

Keywords: polymers, properties, functionalization, surface modification,  
nanoparticles

1. Introduction

Across the globe, there is a great interest in the field of polymers and polymer-
based nanoparticles followed by their nanotechnology-based applications. 
However, polymeric nanoparticles (PNPs) are under a wide range of utilization 
in various fields. Especially researchers and scientists are trying to design various 
nanoparticles (NPs) and capsules with surface modifiable character features [1]. 
The polymer nanoparticles do obey and endorse the aforementioned sentence 
with existing literature which shows numerous nanoparticles with modifiable size, 
shape, and their surface properties. For example, quantum dots (QDs) carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs), cellulose NPs and fibers [2] iron oxide nanoparticles (FeONPs), 
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), cobalt nanoparticles 
(CNPs), zinc oxide nanoparticles (ZnONPs), SnO2 nanoparticles, protein-based 
nanoparticles, amino acid-based nanoparticles, silica (SiO2) nanoparticles, 
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graphene nanosheets, titanium-based nanoparticles, core-shell nanoparticles, 
hollow core-shell (hCS) nanoparticles, hollow polymer-polymer nanoparticles 
(HPPNPs), polymer-metal nanoparticles (PMNPs), polymer-metal blends (PBs), 
polymer-silica nanocomposites (PSiNCs), polymeric micelles (PMs), solid-lipid 
nanocapsules (SLPNCs), liposomal nanoparticles, albumin-based nanoparticles, 
chitosan-based nanoparticles, platinum-based nanoparticles (PtNPs), ceramic 
nanoparticles, carbohydrate nanoparticles, etc. are reported and corroborated in the 
literature [2–5]. Furthermore, a significant interest in the synthesis and character-
ization of polymers followed by the design and development of polymeric nanopar-
ticles (PNPs) with surface tunable properties has become an essential due to the 
various applications. For example, the amino acid-based polymer is much more 
suitable for the preparation of nanoparticles because of its biosafety and nontoxic 
and biodegradable nature. Similarly, thermosensitive polymer, for example, poly-N-
isopropyl acrylamide (PNIPAM), shows lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 
at ~32°C, and it is much more useful to prepare the nanoparticles or capsules with 
thermally tunable morphology and other futuristic characteristic properties [6]. 
However, the main advantage to polymer scientists is they can easily synthesize the 
polymer to engineer the nanoparticles followed by the significant functionalization 
and surface modifications by changing the solvents, concentration, and stirring 
methods or by changing the functional groups which are present in the synthesized 
polymer complex. Similarly, the ionic (cationic and anionic) polymers referred to as 
polaxomers can help to modify the surface of the particles. Polymeric nanoparticles 
are under a wide range of utilization in the field of biomedical, nanobiotechnology, 
nanobiopharma, and other pharmaceutical domains. For example, they are very 
much used in the field of drug delivery systems (DDSs), gene delivery systems 
(GDSs), protein delivery systems (PDSs), cell delivery systems (CDSs), and tissue 
engineering followed by plastic surgery, etc. [7, 8]. However, polymers have numer-
ous industrial applications as well, such as cell phone manufacturing companies, 
soft drink and water bottle industries, electronics and electrical engineering 
departments, automobile industries, and many other industrial usages based on the 
requirements. Interestingly, polymeric nanoparticles with porosity have multidirec-
tional usages such as drug or nanomedicine loading and its target specific release. 
The nanoparticles with ~200 nm (in diameter) are the ideal size for the biomedical 
applications. The pore size with ~100 nm in the polymer nanoparticles or capsules 
is much more suitable for drug delivery and cancer therapeutics. According to 
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) definition, the mic-
roparticle size should be <2 nm, (in diameter) and meso-particles or mesoporous 
particle and capsule size ca. 2–50 nm, and nanoparticles (particle size 50–200 nm) 
have been referred for various applications [6–8]. The effective and potential work-
ing capacity of nanoparticles has been defined by their size, shape, morphology, 
porosity, and other thermal properties. However, the qualitative quantification of 
use of polymer-based nanoparticles and their potential applications completely 
depends on the characteristic features like surface modification, size, and shape ten-
ability. For example, many properties like color and atomic orientation are differing 
from the sizes of bulk to nanoscale [9, 10].

2. Classification of polymers

The word polymer derived from Greek has been split into two meaningful 
words: (1) poly means many, and (2) meros or mers means units or parts. More 
specifically monomer is the smallest repeating unit for the development of polymer. 
Simply polymers are made up of monomers. The word monomer is also derived 
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from the Greek. Mono means one or single and mer means part/s. As reported 
in Table 1, there are varieties of polymers classified based on their biodegrad-
ability, biocompatibility, thermal stability, pH-responsive nature, environmental 
responsive nature, etc. Based on occurrence these are again categorized into 
three types: (1) natural polymers, for example, starch, chitin, cellulose, etc., (2) 
synthetic polymers, for example, polystyrene (PS), polyurethane (PU), polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC), and (3) semisynthetic polymers, for example, cellulose nitrate, 
guncotton, cellulose acetate, etc. Absorbable synthetic polymers include polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA), polylactic acid (PLA), polycaprolactone (PCL), and polyglycolic 
acid (PGA), and these are homopolymers. The heteropolymers include poly-
trimethylene carbonate (PTMC), polyetherimide (PEI), polydioxanone (PDO), 
polylactide-co-glycolide (PLGA), and the combination of block copolymers like 
and poly-glycolide-co-trimethylene carbonate (PGTMC) which are best examples 
for heterogeneous polymers. Apart from these polymers, there are pH-sensitive 
polymers like poly-L-lysine which is positively charged at lower pH conditions 
[22, 23]. Liposome and poly-histidine are the systems with pH sensitivity, and this 
can be easily interacted with negatively charged particles or membranes to promote 
fusogenic properties. Furthermore, some hydrogel-based nanoparticles show 
unique characteristics toward various biomedical as well as industrial applications. 
Liposomal and hydrogel based systems has tendency towards pH-sensitivity and it 
is a characteristic property to tune-up their morphology for many therapeutic appli-
cations. For example, PLGA, MeO-PEG-NH2, and PAMAM-based nanoparticles 
show pH-dependent destabilization and thus are used for cytoplasmic experiments 
because of its ease of permeability through the membrane to deliver nanomedicines 
and nanoparticles [9, 10, 22, 23]. The NIPAM/pNIPAM (N-isopropyl acrylamide/
(poly-N-isopropyl acrylamide)) is the best example for the thermal sensitive 
polymer which shows lower critical solution temperature (LCST) or cloud point at 
~32°C Table 1. Because of the thermal behavior, it is termed as magic or smart poly-
mer and used for various medical and industrial usages. However, these polymers 
are mainly prepared based on two polymerizations reactions such as (1) addition 
polymerization and (2) condensation polymerization methods [24, 25].

S. 

no.

Name of the polymer Monomer 

formula

Polymer 

formula

Polymer 

structure

Ref.

1 PVC (polyvinyl chloride) C2H3Cl (C2H3Cl)n Figure 1a [11, 12]

2 PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) C2H4O (C2H4O)n Figure 1b [12, 13]

3 PE (polyethylene) C2H4 (C2H4)n Figure 1c [12, 14]

4 PS (polystyrene) C8H8 (C8H8)n Figure 1d [14, 15]

5 PP (polypropylene) C3H6 (C3H6)n Figure 1e [15, 16]

6 NIPAM 

(isopropylacrylamide)

C6H11NO (C6H11NO)n Figure 1f [16, 17]

7 PTFE (Teflon) C2F4 (C2F4)n Figure 1g [17, 18]

8 PCL (polycaprolactone) C6H10O2 (C6H10O2)n Figure 1h [18, 19]

9 PEI (polyetherimide) C37H24O6N2 (C37H24O6N2)n Figure 1i [19, 20]

10 PSU (polysulfone) C27H22O4S (C27H22O4S)n Figure 1j [20, 21]

Here, “n” represents the number of monomer units involved in the synthesis of the polymers.

Table 1. 
Show the different types of polymers with their monomer units and their chemical formula followed by the 
structures in Figure 1a–j.
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Hence, polymers are prepared by the abovementioned two versatile polymeriza-
tion methods, and there are several modified methods and approaches that can 
be followed for the preparation and synthesis of polymers such as ring-opening 
polymerization (R-O-P), emulsion polymerization, precipitation polymerization, 
diffusion polymerization, macroinitiator polymerization, macroinitiator polym-
erization, and atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) methods. As per the 
literature, first in the 1970s, lactic acid (LA)-based nanoparticles and capsules are 

Figure 1. 
Some of the polymers with their chemical structure, name, and active functional groups which are involved in 
functionalization and polymerization reactions.
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used for biomedical and other pharmaceutical applications, and later it has been 
extended for various fields [26]. Polymers when considered for biomedical appli-
cations, it needs to refer self-assembly nature and functionality followed by the 
formation of spherical and sphere-shaped nanocapsules and particles particularly 
for drug delivery systems. Based on degradability, thermosensitivity, and pH-
responsive nature, these are again categorized into various classes and reported in 
Figure 2 with some examples. However, biodegradable polymers which show a ten-
dency to degrade in biological systems such as polylactic acid (PLA), polyglycolic 
acid (PGA) and poly terephthalic acid (PTA), polycaprolactone (PCL), and amino 
acid (AA)-based polymers are potential materials to engineer nanoparticles and 
capsules for nanotechnology and nanobiotechnology applications. The polymers 
which do not degrade in the biological systems are termed as non-biodegradable 
polymers such as carboxymethyl, ethyl cellulose, and acetates of cellulose. The poly 
anhydrides like poly sebacic acid (PSA), poly adipic acid (PAA), and other envi-
ronmental-responsive polymers also enlisted in the non-biodegradable polymers. 
Thermo-responsive (temperature-sensitive) polymers show a significant change 
in the size and shape of nanoparticles to tune up based on requirements [27]. The 
thermosensitive behavior of PNIPAM and pH-responsive nature of L-glutamic acid 
gamma benzyl ester (L-GluA-5-BE), L-aspartic acid beta benzyl ester (L-AspA-
4-BE), polyethylene glycol (PEG), poly L-glycolic acid (PLGA), and PAMAM allow 
changing the morphology of nanoparticles as well surface profile of the NPs and 
capsules (Figure 1). Apart from these polymers, electrical-responsive polymers 
show piezoelectric effects which are a characteristic property to mold the nanopar-
ticles based on requirements. The supramolecular interactions between the atoms 
and molecules lead to compression or elongation and stretching of bonds, and it can 
play a vital role to change the properties of final compounds. However, polyvinyli-
dene fluoride (PVDF) polymer has been considered as one of the magic polymers 
which allow structural and morphological modifications through the appropriate 
synthesis and preparation methodologies [28].

The chemically responsive polymers allow internal changes through the 
formation of anionic and cationic and amphiphilic nature through the oxida-
tion, reduction, and redox (both oxidation and reduction) reactions and lead to 
surface modification based on smooth and rough surface. As per the literature, 
the increase in the size of the particles depends on an increase in monomer units 
or polymer units. Sometimes branching and hyper-branching nature also lead to 
the formation of larger nanoparticles and capsules. Polymers prepared with the 

Figure 2. 
Some of the polymers categorized based on their characteristic properties.
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combination of a large number of high molecular mass polymers give micron-
sized nanoparticles, and they can be used for bulk phenomenal approaches such 
as absorption, chemisorption, etc. There is a class of polymers named as block 
copolymers, and these are again categorized into several such as (a) random block 
copolymers (BCPs), (b) star block copolymers, (c) grafted block copolymers, and 
(d) alternating block copolymers, and these are classified based on their synthesis 
approaches and final structural confirmations, and these are low-density polymers 
(Figure 2) [20, 21, 26–29].

3. Polymer properties

There are some important physical and chemical properties needed to be 
considered before selecting polymers for synthesis followed by the design and 
development of nanoparticles such as (1) structural integrity, (2) low immunogenic 
nature, (3) biocompatibility (for biomedical applications), (4) biologically active 
nature, and (5) structural versatility (which can easily allow topographic changes 
internally as well externally). Polymers with physicochemical properties such as 
hydrophilic (solvent loving), hydrophobic (solvent repelling), and amphiphilic 
(affinity to absorb and repel the solvent) nature, surface energy, viscosity, lubricity, 
density, surface tension, pH sensitivity, smoothness, swelling nature, solubility, 
amorphous and crystalline nature, polymer dissolution, bioadhesive and sticky 
nature, polymer-solvent interaction, polymer erosion, flexibility, chain formatting 
nature, chemical composition, microstructural design, and other surface proper-
ties need to be examined carefully for the design of nanoparticles and capsules. By 
considering these properties, nanoparticle preparation methods can also be modi-
fied for the polymerization reactions (Figure 3). For example, (1) natural polymers 
like (a) chitin, (b) cellulose, and (c) starch can be widely used for nanoparticle 
development through the modified chemical synthesis methods [29, 30]. Further, 
(2) semisynthetic polymers like (a) cellulose nitrate, (b) rubber, (c) rayon and (d) 
silk and fiber-based materials, and (e) guncotton are synthesized based on their 
flexibility and other stresses and strain rate for various applications, and these are 
very much suitable to design the ribbon type of fibrils for textile industry-based 
usages. However, (3) synthetic polymers such as (a) polymethyl methacrylate 
amide (PMMA); (b) nylon, nylon-6, and nylon-6,6; and (c) polystyrene (PS) are 
very much useful for plastic industries to manufacture polyvinyl chloride (PVC)-
based pipes, tubes, cables, and other plasticwares. The polymer tetrafluoroethylene 
(Teflon or PTFE) with monomer chemical formula (–C2F4–) is under wide range 
utilization in the name of Teflon tape as a sealant for pipe linkages and insulation 
tape. The natural rubbers isoprene and neoprene can be used to develop various 
products industrially [31, 32].

The natural rubber, vulcanized rubber, or sulfur has been used in tire industries. 
Similarly, formaldehyde and benzophenol combination is used to develop combs 
and other plasticwares, and its trade name is Bakelite. The polymer polyethylene 
(PE) is used for polyethylene covers/carriage bags and much more houseware and 
industrial manufacturing. The polymer PE is again categorized into two types 
based on its density for the manufacturing of plastic materials such as low-density 
polyethylene (LDPE) and high-density polyethylene (HDPE) based on applica-
tions [33]. The following properties of polymers are essential to develop potential 
nanoparticles for drug delivery systems (DDSs), gene delivery systems (GDSs), 
cell delivery systems (CDSs), tissue engineering (TE), and other nanobiotechnol-
ogy applications such as molecular weight, self-assembly nature, density, network 
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forming capacity, and interlocking nature of functional groups followed by the self-
assembly. Based on applications (biomedical or industrial), polymeric nanopar-
ticles should possess the following characteristics such as biocompatibility and 
biodegradability with good cell survival rate, and they should obey the properties 
as mentioned in earlier sections [34]. However, every nanoparticle system has their 
limitations for their use in medical biotechnology and nanotechnology applications. 
By changing reaction methods, solvent concentration, temperature conditions, pH 
levels, its surface profile and another size, shape, and morphology can be modified 
[35]. Design and development of surfactant-free nanoparticles without using any 
harmful solvents and catalyst is a novel approach for green synthesis and technol-
ogy. The term green synthesis, green technology, green nanoparticles, and green 
reactions define the methods and approaches followed by engineer nanoparticles 
and materials without any side effects, toxicity, and harm to mankind applica-
tions. The nanoparticles and capsules developed based on amino acid-based block 
copolymers, and plant extracts are termed as green nanoparticles as they show good 
biocompatibility for human beings [36].

4. Classification of nanoparticles

Based on core synthesis materials, nanoparticles are categorized into various 
types such as (a) protein nanoparticles (PrNPs), (b) polymeric nanoparticles 
(PNPs), (c) organic nanoparticles (ONPs), (d) inorganic nanoparticles (INPs), 

Figure 3. 
Schematic shows the characteristic properties of polymers needed to be considered for the design and 
development of nanoparticles.
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(e) metal nanoparticles (MNPs), (f) metal oxide nanoparticles (MONPs), (g) 
amino acid-based nanoparticles (AANPs), (h) ceramic nanoparticles (CNPs), (i) 
hydrogel nanoparticles (HNPs), (j) solid-lipid nanoparticles (SLNPs), etc. [37–40].

However, these polymer-based nanoparticles and capsules are again classi-
fied into several categories as follows: (a) polymer-polymer nanostructures, (b) 
polymer-metal NPs, (c) polymer-nonmetal NPs, (d) polymer-inorganic NPs, and 
(e) polymer-organic (proteins, amino acids) NPs. However, polymer-polymer 
nanoparticles, polymer-silica NPs, amino acid-based polymers, and polymer-zinc 
oxide NPs have unique characteristic properties for various biomedical applica-
tions such as drug delivery systems (DDSs). Based on cytotoxicity, side effects 
and biocompatibility issue the quantum dots (QDs), and carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) are avoided for the usage in the field of biomedical and pharmaceuticals. 
Aforementioned, there are various polymer-based nanoparticles which are already 
developed, but they all have their limitations, and for amino acid-based polymer 
nanoparticles and nanocapsules (NCs) like dendrimers, core-shell nanoparticles 
(CSNPs), the block copolymer (BCP), and mesoporous SiO2NPs, it is easy to change 
their surface and other properties [41]. However, Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the clas-
sification of polymer and polymer nanoparticles and non-polymeric nanoparticles. 
The concept self-assembly has an obligatory role to rearrange and orient the active 
functional groups present in the monomers and polymers through the esthetic 
structural integrity throughout the surface of the nanoparticles and capsules. 
The concept self-assembly as well amorphous and crystalline nature of polymer 
are also one of the key factors which influence the arrangement and organization 
between functional groups like hydroxyl (–OH), amine (–NH2), amide (–NH), 
keto (–C=O), ester (R–COO–R), acid (–COOH), aldehyde (–CHO), and saturated 
and unsaturated hydrocarbons as discussed in earlier sections [38–43]. The forma-
tion of porous spheroid-shaped nanoparticles and capsules depends on intra- and 
intermolecular interactions between functional groups. The molecular imprinting 
of hydrophilic nanoparticles with denser hydrophobic particles can lead to the 
formation and creation of pores within the particles and throughout the surface of 
the particles and capsules [41–44].

Figure 4. 
Shows the classification of various nanoparticles and their morphology acquired through the different 
microscopic characterizations.
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Nanotechnologically there are two important approaches to prepare the 
nanoparticles such as top-down approach and bottom-up approach. However, top-
down approach can be termed as breakdown approach, and it is the core method to 
prepare nanoparticles. For example, bulk gold cube to gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) 
can be achieved through the top-down approach, and simply particle segregation 
takes place during this approach [42–45]. Sonication, ultra-sonication, ball milling, 
and stirring are the best examples for the top-down approach to preparing nanopar-
ticles. Similarly, bottom-up can be referred to as the buildup approach and in this 
approach nano to macro and macro to bulk materials can be achieved. This bottom-
up approach is like aggregation of nanoparticles which leads to the formation of 
bulk materials. However, monomer to polymer formation is the best example for the 
bottom-up approach. Sometimes based on potential applications, these nanopar-
ticles are called smart materials or smart nanoparticles (Figure 5) [43–46].

5. Advantages with polymer nanoparticle

These polymer-based nanoparticles are developed in principle to protect the 
guest particles or molecules from degradation and its functional activity, for 
example, porous polymer nanoparticles or nanocapsules loaded with anticancer 
drugs or nanomedicines [47]. Because of the soft nature of polymer NPs and 
nanocapsules, it is very easy to modify the surface of the particles and their mono-
dispersion based on its applications. The enhanced absorption and modification of 
the drug distribution throughout the surface of the particles or capsules lead to the 
target-specific or tissue- or cell- or organ-specific pharmacokinetics and dynamics 
in various biomedical and pharmaceutical usages. Polymer-based nanoparticles 
and capsules allow easy surface functionalization and modification to tune up them 
with desirous properties. Sometimes smooth surface of the polymer thin films can 
become rough due to the internalization and incorporation of metal and other inor-
ganic nanoparticles such as FeONPs, ZnONPs, AlNPs, AgNPs, AuNPs, SiO2NPs, etc. 
The surface properties like particle smoothness and roughness or porous nature of 
particles in composite can give better results, but its surface and size may not fit for 

Figure 5. 
Schematic illustration shows the classification of different types of nanoparticles and their synthesis approach 
methods.
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the usage of biomedical applications [48]. In such cases the composite of polymer 
thin film embedded or doped with some other metal nanoparticles or organic and 
inorganic materials needs to be molded without changing its original activity or 
characteristic properties. However, the functional groups such as amide (–NH), 
amine (–NH2), acid (–COOH), aldehyde (–CHO), keto (–C=O), ester (R–COO–R), 
anhydride (R–CO–O–CO–R), acid halides, hydrogen halides, salts, and solvents 
(organic, inorganic) can also influence the surface properties for the nanoparticles 
or nanocapsules. Based on the requirement, it can be chosen to modify the particles 
surface and size, shape, etc. The concentration of the solvent also affects the pat-
tern of the nanoparticles and nanocapsules. Sometimes additives like precursors 
and surfactants can also show an adverse effect on the morphology of polymer 
nanoparticles [49]. The activity (bioactive nature) of polymer nanoparticles and 
nanocapsules can disturb the body metabolism. The active functional groups with 
their potential resonance capabilities can also interact with body fluids and interfere 
to shore-up the mutations. Apart from the solvent, there are several factors which 
can affect the patterning of the surface of the nanoparticles such as pH, thermal 
stability, rubbery nature, solid (amorphous and crystalline) nature, environmental 
conditions, etc. The stability, biocompatibility, and route or synthesis methodol-
ogy are also playing a vital role to tune up the surface properties of the polymeric 
nanoparticles and capsules. For example, (a) protein nanoparticles have stability 
issues during storage. If the storage conditions are not followed properly, they may 
get contaminated and become toxic [50]. But these protein-based NPs are very 
much compatible with their unique characteristic features such as nontoxic nature 
and nonantigenic nature. As per the existing literature, it is known that bulk protein 
in plasma can easily bind to a variety of drug molecules through its trajectory while 
carrying them to deliver target specifically. And these are very much flexible to ease 
scale-up manufacturing and other nanobiotechnological applications; (b) albumin-
based nanoparticles are very much suitable for the morphological modifications and 
to tune the surface properties. These are biocompatible and biodegradable without 
any detrimental activities upon mankind usages. Sometimes these albumin-based 
nanoparticles are used for drug delivery and other biomedical applications. 
However, protein albumin contains a huge number of charged amino acid residues, 
and it binds water-soluble drugs through charge interactions, and it leads to surface 
modifications and morphological changes [51].

6. Preparation of polymer nanoparticles

There are several approaches to prepare and synthesize the polymeric nanopar-
ticles such as (a) desolvation, (b) emulsification, (c) esterification, (d) thermal 
gelation, (e) nanospray drying, (f) self-assembly, etc. Apart from these approaches, 
there are mainly two polymerization methods widely followed for the preparation 
of polymer nanoparticles such as (1) addition polymerization and (2) condensa-
tion polymerization. The preparation of polymer nanoparticles is not an easy task. 
The size and shape of the particle are a very important concern while preparing 
the polymer-based nanoparticles. As the number of monomers or polymer units 
increases, the size of the nanoparticle or capsule also increases. It is easy to prepare 
and reproduce the polymeric nanoparticles with the porous matrix for loading the 
drug molecules, but its size and shape cannot be formulated easily. Amino and 
carboxyl functional groups permit functionalization and surface modifications, 
but patterning them in a fruitful design is a challenging task, and it can overcome 
through the detailed study of their properties [52]. However, albumin is phase sepa-
rated due to reduced water solubility followed by the formation of the tiny particles 
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such as coacervates which has a tendency to dissolve again and again with universal 
solvent. Albumin functional groups are cross-linked by agents like glutaraldehyde, 
and this cross-linking is achieved through the lysine and arginine amino groups 
which are present in the so-called amino acids. The stability of these cross-linked 
nanoparticles also affects the surface properties of the nanoparticles. Furthermore, 
separation methods, stirring methods, time, temperature, ultrasound, magnetic 
effect, sonication time, and bath temperature also show an adverse effect on the 
surface morphology of albumin nanoparticles.

There are significant advantages with the aforementioned approaches to prepare 
the polymer nanoparticles, emulsification technique requires removal of organic 
solvents and surfactants, thermal stabilization method is applicable to heat-stable 
molecules, chemical stabilization is needed to remove the toxicity of cross-linkers 
and uncontrolled linking, desolvation leads to the substitution for the emulsifica-
tion and reproducibility with safe and suitable properties for the preparation of 
polymeric nanoparticles, and Figure 6a–f shows the morphology of different types 
of nanoparticles designed for pictorial representation [54, 55].

7. Characterizations of nanoparticles

Variety of techniques used to find out the chemical formula and structural 
confirmations of polymers after synthesis, for example, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) followed by the 1H and 13C for functional groups, chemical formula, 
and structure of the synthesized compound. Spectrophotometer fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) for functional groups identification and it has been acquired 
through the absorption spectra followed by the analysis of peak positions, high-
resolution mass spectrometer (HRMS), and low-resolution mass spectrometer 
to measure the molecular weight of samples, and this technique give very much 

Figure 6. 
Pictorial representation of different types of polymer nanoparticles. Image (a) core-shell nanoparticle, (b) 
liposomal nanoparticle, (c) star-shaped NPs, (d) dendritic nanoparticles, (e) coral reef-type nanoparticle, and 
(f) symmetric pattern of nanoparticles [46–51, 53].
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accurate mass of the synthesized compounds, matrix-assisted laser desorption 
ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) to measure the molecular mass of heavier 
compounds such as polymer macromolecules, mass of genetic materials such as 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), ribonucleic acid (RNA) and other biomolecules, 
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur (CHNS) analyzer. Once the synthesized 
molecules are confirmed, then it needs microscopic characterizations for the 
morphology of polymeric nanoparticles. Morphology of polymer nanoparticles has 
been characterized by using scanning electron microscope (SEM), field emission 
scanning electron microscope (FESEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) for morphology of 
nanoparticles, X-ray diffraction (XRD) to know the solid state and nature of mate-
rials such as amorphous, crystalline and partially crystalline nature of synthesized 
nanoparticles, energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDAX) for the presence of elements 
and elemental composition in the final compound, Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) 
to measure the BET surface area, porosity, pore width, pore thickness, specific 
surface area, Langmuir surface area through the nitrogen (N2) gas adsorption and 
desorption hysteresis curve analysis, Atomic force microscope (AFM) for surface 
properties like smooth/hard/rough surface of the polymer and non-polymer 
nanoparticles followed by the pore profile such as pore depth and width in case of 
porous capsules or particles, apart from this characterization Optical profilometer 
can also use to evaluate the surface properties of nanoparticles and thin films. 
To examine the thermal properties and degradation behavior of nanoparticles, 
the following characterization techniques are used such as differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) for heat flow measurements such as endo- and exothermic 
nature of particles. Endothermic has been defined as the system which absorbs heat 
from surrounding and exothermic the system which releases heat to surroundings, 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for weight loss and degradation temperature of 
various nanoparticles, Raman to measure the band gap, dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) for particle size analysis, zeta potential to measure the charge of the poly-
meric and non-polymeric nanoparticles.

8. Preparation and functionalization of polymer nanoparticles

However, polymer nanoparticles can be prepared through various approaches 
through the monomer to polymer formation trajectory which is scientifically 
called as polymerization reactions followed by the development of nanoparticles. 
Interestingly, the group transfer polymerization (GTP), ring-opening polymeriza-
tion (ROP), radical polymerization (RP), polymer re-precipitation (PRP), emul-
sion, micro radical polymerization (MRP), macro polymer initiation reactions 
(MPIR), addition polymerization reactions (APR), emulsion polymerization (EP), 
atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), addition polymerizations (AP), 
condensation polymerization (CP), oxidation polymerization (OP), and reduction 
polymerization (RDP) followed by the redox reactions and self-assembly approach 
of polymer materials are used to design and develop nanoparticles from the synthe-
sized polymers. The hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature of polymers followed by 
the amphiphilic character has been considered while performing the polymeriza-
tion reactions to develop nanoparticles [52–56]. After synthesis of the polymer by 
using any of the abovementioned polymerization reactions, the final compound 
can be used for morphological characterizations. Sometimes solid powder form 
of the sample can be used directly for SEM and TEM characterizations. But for 
polymeric samples, it needs to be dispersed in the suitable solvent before going 
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for morphological characterizations. Dispersion followed by the sonication, stir-
ring, ultra-sonication, shaking, etc. based on particle aggregation and segregation 
tendency dispersion methods needs to be chosen. During the dispersion followed 
by the sonication, there are certain precautions needed to be taken care of such as 
sonication time, bath temperature, etc. Bath temperature and sonication time have 
to be optimized; otherwise structural disintegration or polymer particles may get 
collapsed or disrupted with over sonication and temperature conditions. Apart 
from the abovementioned methods, there are several modified chemical synthesis 
routes to approach to elucidate the nanoparticle design and development based 
on their applications. Nanoparticle formulation and functionalization depends on 
the synthesis methods and desired characteristic features of the polymers chosen 
[57]. Charged nanoparticles may have the tendency to attract or repel with other 
nanomaterials. In general, the size of nanoparticles increases upon blending 
with some other nanomaterials, and it leads to form bulk materials. For example, 
polystyrene (PS) nanoparticles followed by the sulfonation lead to increase the 
composite size. The swelling and dispersion and diffusion nature of nanoparticles 
lead to enhance the size of nanoparticles, and this is because of the additional 
functionalization. The monodispersion approach helps to get the uniform-sized 
nanoparticles with desired surface properties [58]. The synthesis approaches, 
nanoformulations, and functionalization of nanocarrier capsules and particles are 
very important in the drug delivery systems. And this can be achieved through the 
synthesis methods like ring-opening polymerization, polymer precipitation, self-
assembly of polymer materials, etc. Polymers are having the capability to form the 
network-like structures due to its functional group entanglement and orientation 
to get the stability in its structure internally. The chain cross-linking and branching 
nature hyper-branching also lead to the functionalization of polymer nanoparticles. 
The synthesis of nanocarriers like nanocapsules, nanospheres, and nanoparticles 
with the characteristic features such as with the mesoscale porosity (pore diameter 
is 2–50 nm), nanoporous (pore diameter ~100 nm), microporous (pore diameter 
~2 nm) and cavities, voids, and core-shell concept is important to absorb or encap-
sulate and entrap the drug molecules [59].

9. Morphology and surface patterning of nanoparticles

Scientists already developed different advanced techniques to examine the 
meso-, nano-, and micro-, and macroscale porosity within the polymer nanopar-
ticles, and this porous surface patterning depends on the self-assembly of chosen 
materials. Polymer nanoparticles’ preparation is fairly easy, and they show good 
control over the size and shape with longer clearance time. The extensive use of 
polymer nanoparticles has led to study the surface properties based on its pharma-
ceutical and industrial applications [57–61]. For example, PVA and PLA nanopar-
ticles show unique characteristic properties to modify their surface with greater 
control of size. However, double emulsion techniques can be applied to stabilize 
the PVA nanoparticles. The protein containing nanoparticles has limitations on 
the increase of nanoparticle size upon functionalization with other nanomateri-
als. The protein bovine serum albumin (BSA) containing PLGA nanoparticles has 
good control on its size and shape while functionalizing through the solid-in-oil 
and oil-in-oil microsphere development method with suspended droplet harden-
ing using impeller atomization followed by the droplet shearing in a spinning oil 
film approach. As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the gold nanoparticles have good 
interactions with polymer micelles and formed a new nanomaterial which is 
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the combination of polymer micelle and gold nanoparticles with functionalized 
features. Similarly, iron and iron oxide containing a core of magnetite had a primary 
coat of a polymer of dextrans to get microspheres for bio applications [62].

However, liposomes have a spherical vesicular structure formed by the combina-
tion of hydrophilic head part and hydrophobic tail or hydrocarbon (fatty acid) chain 
which are called phospholipid bilayers. The hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of 
the phospholipids are the main cause to form the liposome and for its structural 
integrity. The images in Figure 7 corroborate the monodispersed silica (SiO2) 
nanoparticles prepared by using modified Stober’s sol–gel method. The formation of 
spherical-shaped SiO2 nanoparticles depends on the stirring methods, the solvent 
used for the preparation, rotations per minute (RPM), purity of chemicals used for 
the synthesis of SiO2 nanoparticles, surfactants, and equipment used for the experi-
ments [66]. Figure 7 shows sharp uniform-sized monodispersed silica nanoparticles 
are penetrating the boundary of polymer thin film and sitting inside the film. 
Scientifically, it’s a composite of polymer-silica, but specifically, here, in this case, 
polymer thin film has been inserted with the mesoporous silica nanoparticles. 
Nucleic acids are another class of biopolymers which are called as polysaccharides, 
and they can also be involved in the development of nanocarrier capsules or particles 
for biomedical applications. The chemical linkage between nucleic acid monomers 
is phosphodiester, and it also helps in the development of nanoparticles through the 
self-assembly manner. The synthesized PP-based nanoparticles have precise control 

Figure 7. 
Transmission electron microscopic images. (a, b) Silica nanoparticle internalization into polymer thin film, 
(c) bare silica nanoparticles and separate polymer thin film interactions, (d) pure silica nanoparticles showing 
mesoscale porosity at the center and uniform size of particles at higher magnifications [62, 63].
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over size and shape, and it can be controlled through the crystal sequestering of 
atoms and molecules [67]. Distribution of the guest particles and molecules inside 
the host matrix can be optimized through the agitation methods like sonication 
time, temperature, stirring (RPM), incubation time, and encapsulation and entrap-
ment. However, numerous possible applications in the biomedical field arise due to 
the presence of long-range order in the spatial distribution of nanocarriers. Block 
copolymers show unique and novel characteristic features to the pattern surface of 
capsules and nanoparticles with porosity. The self-assembly nature between func-
tional groups of polymers is highly dependent on solvent interactions (Figure 8). 
Surface and morphology of particles can be tuned based on using selective solvents. 
Surface patterning is an ideal as lithography templates to the spontaneous self-
assembly in nanometer (nm) to micrometer (μm) size topography. The surface pat-
terned by self-assembly of block copolymers thereby reduces the number of process 
steps involved in the formation of such desired structures [68].

Sometimes pore size and shape throughout the surface of the capsules and 
nanoparticles may appear irregular and inconsistent because of interatomic 
and molecular orientations and imprinting methods. However, intermolecular 
attractions also show the effect on the morphology of particles. There are highly 
inconsistent pores with smooth and rough surfaces because of the solvent effect 
and sonication methods. From Figure 9, AFM images of the surface profile for zinc 
oxide nanoparticles have been measured, and it shows the surface characters. From 
the image (a), the arrangement of ZnONPs can be seen, and the line scan profile 
gives a channel type of surface morphology for zinc oxide nanoparticles, whereas 
wet chemical methods and sample preparation procedures also play a vital role to 
exhibit a considerable change in shape and surface morphology of polymer NPs. A 
non-contact mode AFM operation has been carried out to acquire the topography 
of the ZnONPs. However, tip size and magnification play a crucial role to acquire 
the topography of the NPs. Furthermore, for the uniform pores and consistent 
particle size, the shape can be optimized based on several factors such as sonication, 

Figure 8. 
Transmission electron microscopic images. (a, b) Gold nanoparticles functionalized with polymer micelle, 
image (c) dense polymer micelle, (d) gold nanoparticles arranged in a core-shell morphology with the eternal 
polymer micelles, (e) bare gold nanoparticles, and (f) shows lattice parameters of AuNPs [64, 65].
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solvent, pH, and concentration of the system (Figure 10). The nanoscale cluster-
ing and complexation of the peripheral of nanoparticles and capsules have been 
done through the modification of active functional groups as potential substrates 
for subsequent functionalization and surface modifications. The post-insertion 
method is used for the preparation of dendrimer nanoparticles and lipid nanocap-
sules (LNCs) with the chemically reactive surface. Ideally, this method has been 
designed for the grafting of ligands to the polymer compounds, and later it has been 

Figure 10. 
Schematic shows the factors which cause the surface modification and functionalization in polymer 
nanoparticles.

Figure 9. 
Atomic force microscopic images acquired for the ZnO nanoparticles. The image (a) corresponds to phase(s), 
and it shows the surface properties of ZnO NPs, image (b) elucidates the three-dimensional view of 
ZnONPs and their morphology, the image (c) illustrates the surface properties of ZnONPs arranged on the 
substrate, and these are acquired from the line scanning mode AFM operation as represented in the image (a) 
phase [64, 65, 69, 70].
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extended to another particle development also. During the preparation of polymer 
nanoparticles or dendrimers, one can be focused on the experimental conditions 
such as the ratio between both reactants, quantity of solvent, external stimuli fac-
tors such as stirring methods, sonication, magnetic field, electric field applications, 
pH, temperature, viscosity, density, and molecular weight of reactants [69].

The reaction conditions such as slow, fast, and moderate reactions can be tuned 
or controlled based on literature. The polymers, i.e., PCL, PLGA, PNIPAM, PS, and 
PEG, are advantageous to design the nanocapsules because they have the capability to 
form network structure which helps to load the drug molecules efficiently, and these 
properties help to sustain release of the medicines. The rigid morphology and close 
compacted structure of nanoparticles or nanocapsules with covalent bonding cannot 
allow us to modify its surface even at rigorous conditions also [71]. The loosely 
bound functional groups allow modifying the surface of the nanoparticles based on 
our applications. The homogeneous mixture of ingredients present in the polymer 
nanoparticles leads to form a close-compacted and smooth surface of the particles.

However, development of a vinyl ether-functionalized poly phosphoester as 
a template for multiple post-polymerization conjugation core-shell type degrad-
able polymeric nanoparticles was appended in the various publications, and 
those help to design and develop polymer NPs with surface-modifiable properties 
[72]. The confirmation and confinement of two reactants followed by the forma-
tion nanoparticles at the interface have a unique advantage to tune their surface 
properties based on its phase transitions and thermal stability, and this can help to 
improve and to know the reaction kinetics, higher yields, and selectivity of NPs. 
However, the presence of a liquid interface can accelerate the reaction through the 
phase-transfer catalyst which is employed to draw the reaction for the development 
of NPs based on phase transfer phenomena. Interestingly, the use of immiscible 
systems in emulsions offers an easy phase separation and formulation of desired 
nanoparticles. However, a brief overview on low molecular weight and low-density 
polymer complexes show the significant proximity of the interface in emulsions, 
and this strategy can be used for the efficient production of nano- and micropar-
ticles for various applications [65, 69–72]. However, several mechanisms were 
proposed for the formation of nanoscale pores within the nanoparticles because of 
the removal of some of the BCP fragments from the network of the PCL. The size 
of the BCP-based polymer nanoparticles reduced as blocks were removed from the 
parent blocks. As PCL is hydrophobic in nature, therefore BCP spheroids may be 
dissolved out from the PCL network structure and create the pores of the equivalent 
size of BCP spheroids. Moreover, as per factors appended in Figure 10, temperature 
change affects a lot on the pore size and morphology of nanoparticles [65, 73–78].

10. Conclusions

Herein, polymer synthesis, design, and development of nanoparticles and their 
functionalization have been discussed in detail. The various polymerization methods 
and different types of nanoparticles and capsules were reported in this chapter. The 
nanoparticle/capsule classification and surface functionalization followed by size, 
shape, and morphological changes based on industrial and biomedical applications 
have been corroborated. The polymer properties play a key role in the development 
of NPs with desired features, and such influencing factors were reported and elabo-
rated in the respective sections. Nanoparticles and capsules with significant change-
able surface and with a more specific surface area have potential applications in 
various fields. The porosity on the surface of nanoparticles and capsules is an impor-
tant concern to prepare the NPs for both industrial and pharmaceutical applications.
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